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using voice control on the via 1505 m is even easier, and it can even read text messages and show
you how long your trips will take. if youre looking for a great travel companion, the via 1505 m is it.
youll have no problems finding your destination, and youll save time by not having to make those
mad phone calls to your friends. with its intuitive controls, big display, and lifetime map updates, the
via 1505 m offers you a great travel experience. your journey will be smoother and more enjoyable.
it provides the perfect balance between a full-featured, premium navigation system and one of the
best value car gps navigation systems available today. the large 5-inch screen makes it easy to see
upcoming turns. youll save time by not having to touch your phone or navigate with a touchscreen.
this car gps has a built-in 1.3 megapixel camera that allows you to take photos of your surroundings.
tomtom allows you to do that and much more with its optional video recording features. plus, the via
1505 m will provide you with weather updates and traffic information. your trip will be a smooth one
with the via 1505 m. the tomtom go 52 car gps with wi-fi, tomtom traffic and maps from united
states, canada & mexico is the smarter, faster, better connected car navigation gps with voice
control, smartphone message reading, hands free calling & easy to keep up to date via wi-fi. free
maps and traffic are all included. a car gps can learn your driving habits and save you time in the car
by intelligently predicting destinations. starting up and planning routes is lightning fast speed thanks
to the gods upgraded processor. want to plan your trip before you get in the car just use tomtom my
drive on your smartphone, tablet or computer and sync with your tomtom go. tomtom road trips are
available to download for free now at tomtom/routes.
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may 3, 2014 source : tomtom a startup company designed to help motorists keep their navigation
systems up-to-date has been hit with a cease and desist letter from a suitably-named big name in

the automotive sector. tomtom via 125 service is the latest to succumb to the influence of the
automotive industry, which has increasingly turned to lawsuits to keep competitors at bay, and it
comes at a time when the company is trying to court a new customer base. discover the world by
tomtom. the world's most innovative navigation system on your device. with all your destinations
and other data available on your dashboard, you can navigate with confidence. whether you are

heading to work, running to the airport or taking a stroll around the park, with tomtom go you will
always be well informed. still, while the majority of tomtoms are fine, it has been responsible for a

fair few niggling problems. the problem is that if you dont recognise a "problem" you get the wrong
service. so things like "i cant get a new service" can become "my tomtom isnt working". doing so is

considered an attack on the system, so unless you have a good reason (and the appropriate
hardware) to be able to hack your car, you shouldnt do it. you should also be aware that your car is

much more vulnerable to hacking than a tomtom. in addition to the navigation system, various
components in the car are also vulnerable, such as the engine management system. the chief

executive of tomtom, jim walker, says that the company is standing firm despite the legal move from
bmw, which claims that the firm breached the terms of its licence agreement by introducing a new

service.walker says that tomtom has developed the service with the intention of offering it to
existing customers. he also claims that there is a lack of evidence that the service has been shared
with bmw customers. the new service, called tomtom go sport, will replace an existing service in the
tomtom navigation system. it will combine live traffic information, directions to any location and a

comprehensive set of additional services and features. it will also be available as an add-on to
existing tomtom devices. the service is expected to be available within the next few weeks.
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